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Overview

Part I- About writing in general

Part II – Working on Your Article

Part III – Selecting a Journal

Part IV – Editing your Manuscript

Part V – Sending your Article



Sources

1. My experience as a PhD student and junior faculty

2. “Writing Your Journal Article in Twelve Weeks” – a Book by Prof. 
Wendy L. Belcher (2009)



Rationale for the Training

• Many good ideas of students languish in unpublished outputs:

• Classroom essays

• Term papers

• Conference paper

• Theses/dissertation chapters

• Guidance needed on revising one’s paper for publication

• Focus – on the macro aspects of writing 

• arguments, structure, and summarizing

• Focus – papers in education, social sciences, & humanities



Part I: About Writing in General



Assumptions and Strategies

• You learn writing by writing

• Don’t wait for inspiration (good mood)

• Don’t wait for the last minute (deadline)

• Don’t wait for a long block of time

• Write a little bit everyday for some weeks! (e.g., an hour a day)

• Writing is a social process

• Writing groups

• Co-authors



Assumptions…

• Learning to write well is a life-long journey

• Writing skill doesn’t come naturally

• There is always more to learn about writing

• Rejections are educational in the long-term

• “Revise and resubmit” notes from editors are NOT rejections

• Working on our feelings about writing is very important



Questions to ask yourself about feelings:

• What writing site works best for you?

• What time of the day are you most alert and energetic?

• What tools and materials do you need access to?

• Mind your physical health! (Ergonomy)

• Mind your emotional health! (get moving and fight depression)

• Design a writing schedule and COMMIT to it



Why publish?

• “Partial fulfillment to my degree”

• “Financial incentives” 

• “I just want to see if I can put my name somewhere!”

• “Part of my job as an academician”

• “Best way to continue learning my area of study”

• “I want to communicate important ideas through publication”

• Other reasons…



Part II: Working on Your Article



Planning to Publish – Exercise 1

• Select the text you want to publish

• Ask yourself about its:

• Interesting aspects

• Relevance

• Extent of research you did

• Finding

• Direction – fill out the “About your text” form you will be given in the 
training. Answer the questions as accurately and as thoroughly as you 
can. Then, share it with two friends (and switch roles).

• Friends – ask critical questions that help the trainee clarify his/her ideas.



Summary

• The harder it was to answer the questions in Exercise 1, the more 
work your paper needs!

• To do effective revision:

• Begin from reading survey of the state of the field

• Do more work to make your paper relevant if the topic is exhausted by others

• More data

• Strong evidence

• More voice/stance in your part

• Practical suggestions to practitioners

• New arguments

• Any other area for more work?



Beginning the Actual Writing/Revising

• Following Belcher’s 12 weeks plan

• Strict deadline! (12 weeks or shorter)

• 5 days a week; 15 minutes a day (could be regular time)

• Worksheets to guide your writing: www.wendybelcher.com

http://www.wendybelcher.com/


12 weeks (or less) breakdown

Week 1 – Designing your plan for writing
Week 2 – Starting your article
Week 3 – Advancing your argument
Week 4 – Selecting a journal
Week 5 – Reviewing  the related literature
Week 6 – Strengthening your structure
Week 7 – Presenting your evidence
Week 8 – Opening and concluding your article
Week 9 – Giving, getting, and using other’s feedback
Week 10 – Editing your sentences
Week 11 – Wrapping up your article
Week 12 – Sending your article



Week 2 – Starting Your Article

• Decide what type of work your want to turn your paper into

• Theoretical article – traces development of a theory and proposes new theory or 
builds on a previous one

• Research article– reports finding from an empirical research done by collecting 
data

• Review article - reviews literature on the particular topic

• Other types – annotated bibliographies, book reviews, short communications, 
interviews, response articles, etc.

• BUT IT HAS TO BE ORIGINAL ARTICLE 



Week 2 – (…Cont’d)

• Write the abstract
• Helps you clarify your ideas

• Alerts you if your paper does not have a focus

• Helps you connect with the editor of the manuscript you submit

• Helps you get read and cited (later)

• Exercise 2 – Write a draft abstract for your paper answering the 
questions indicated in the worksheet.



Week 2 – (…Cont’d)

• Re-read your paper and make list of revisions to do

• Examples:
• Add references
• Fix logical break
• Provide transition
• State relevance or delete
• Delete redundancy
• Add page references
• Move paragraph to other section
• Add evidence
• Re-write introduction
• Etc.

• Re-write your abstract



Week 2 – (…Cont’d)

• Read a model article
• Not on your topic

• Can provide solution to your writing dilemmas (e.g., structure, data display)

• Carefully examine how it is written

• Take note of a few lessons you took

• Keep revising your abstract



Week 3 – Advancing your argument 

• Extremely important!

• ALL parts of your paper should be organized around your argument

• Avoid merely introductory or data-driven articles

• Exercise – 3 – Complete the table in worksheet 3.



Part III: Selecting a Journal



How do we find potential journals?

1) Google by fields (“list of journals in ….”)

2) Scholarly data-bases

3) Preliminary sources (abstract indexing sites)

4) Professional suggestions

5) See the reference section of your own paper!



What should we look to select a journal?

1) Scope!

2) Country of publication (local/international)

3) Submission modality

4) Length

5) Style

6) Longevity

7) Impact factor



Part IV: Editing Your Manuscript



What to edit?

1) Length

2) Sentences (Grammar, punctuation, tone, formatting, etc.) 

3) Citation and Reference Style



Part V: Sending Your Manuscript

1) Cover letter

2) Good diplomacy

3) Compliance with requirements

4) Patience


